We consider a generalization form of certain integral inequalities given by Guessab, Schmeisser and Alomari. The trapezoidal, mid point, Simpson, Newton-Simpson rules are obtained as special cases. Also, inequalities for the generalized Alomari functional in term of the n-th order modulus, n = 1, 4, are given and applied to some known quadrature rules.
Introduction
In the present note we will consider a certain quadrature functional defined for functions in (C[a, b], · ∞ ), the space of continuous functions defined on the compact interval [a, b], a < b, equipped with the sup norm · ∞ .
In 1938, Ostrowski [8] published one of the classical inequalities dealing with the most primitive form of a quadrature rule. The Ostrowski inequality gives an approximation of an integral by a single value of the function. Theorem 1. Let f be a differentiable function on (a, b), and let |f ′ (t)| ≤ M for t ∈ (a, b). Then, for each x ∈ (a, b),
The constant 1 4 is the best possible in the sense that it cannot be replaced by a smaller constant.
Ostrowski inequalities have attracted the attention of many mathematicians. The reader should consult the monographies of D.S. Mitrinović et al. [7] , G. Anastassiou [2] and the recent book by P.Cerone et al. [3] .
Let us consider the space of Lipschitz function of order α ∈ (0, 1] and the constant M > 0, which is defined as follows 
In 2002, A. Guessab and G. Schmeisser [6] introduced a new integral inequality which can be interpreted as an analogue of Ostrowski's result. Then, for each x ∈ a,
This inequality is sharp for each admissible x. Equality is attained if and only if f = ±M f * + c with c ∈ R and
Remark 1. Setting α = 1 in the inequality (4), the following result is derived:
where f ∈ Lip M and x ∈ a, a + b 2 . The constant 1 8 is the best possible in the sense that it cannot be replaced by a smaller constant.
Remark 2. Setting x = 1 2 (a + b) in the inequality (5) we recover the estimates (2) of Theorem 2.
For x = a the estimation (3) is improved, obtaining the following estimation of remainder term in trapezoidal rule
Also, in [1] Alomari obtained the following
Let f be a differentiable function on (a, b), and let |f ′ (t)| ≤ M for t ∈ (a, b). Then, the inequality
The functional in Theorem 4 is the Alomari functional.
Remark 3. For λ = 0 it is recovered the Guessab and Schmeisser' s result (5) . Also, using the inequality (6) are obtained estimates for remainder term of the midpoint, trapezoid and Simpson formulas.
Estimates for the generalized Alomari functional
The previous results motivated us to study, for all real numbers x ∈ [a, b] and all real parameters λ, µ ∈ [0, 1], the remainder term of the more general Alomari quadrature formula as given between the accolades:
We observe that (7) defines a family of quadrature formulas which contains the trapezoidal, mid point, Simpson rules. Also, it is easy to see that for λ = 0, µ = 1 2 we recover Guessab and
Schmeisser's functional in (5) and for µ = 1 2 we have the one of Alomari in (6).
2.1.
Estimates of the functional E(f ; λ, µ; x) for continuously differentiable functions Let
be a linear functional which vanishes on Π k (polynomials of degree ≤ k). Using Taylor's formula, for a sufficiently smooth function f defined on [a, b] , it follows
where (·) k + is the truncaded power function. Applying F to (8) gives
If we note
we have the following representation of the functional F :
The function K is known as Peano's kernel (see [10] ).
For all λ, µ ∈ [0, 1] and a ≤ x ≤ a + b 2 , define the Peano's kernel
where
Integrating by parts, we get
Therefore,
Proof. Using the equality (9) we obtain the following estimation of the remainder term
|K(x, t; λ, µ)|dt.
For x ∈ a, a + λ b − a 2 , it follows
.
, by direct calculations, we get
In order to calculate I 2 we consider two cases µ ∈ 0, 1 2 and µ ∈ 1 2 , 1 .
, and we have
Using the values of I k , k = 1, 2, 3, the inequality (10) is proved.
Remark 4. For x ∈ a + b 2 , b we obtain the following representation of the functional E:
Therefore, for x ∈ a + b 2 , b can be obtained the similar estimation of E(f ; λ, µ; x) as in Theorem 5.
Special cases
We will next consider in which estimates in terms of the norms of higher order derivatives are possible. Each special case below is such that the quadrature rule reaches its maximal degree of exactness as indicated by the order of the derivative.
In order to get all these special cases we will calculate the maximum degree of exactness of the functional E, namely we determine the integer and positive number n such that E(e i ; λ, µ; x) = 0, for i = 0, n and E(e n+1 ; λ, µ; x) = 0, where e i (x) = x i . All these cases are considered in the below table: Table 1 . The maximum degree n of exactness of the functional E case n
In the following the estimations of E(f ; λ, µ; x), involving derivatives of order greater than 1, are obtained for all special cases of parameters λ, µ ∈ [0, 1] and x ∈ a, a+b 2 given in Table 1 :
The quadrature formula (11) is known as trapezoidal rule and the functional E has also the following representation using the first derivative of f :
The functional (12) has also the following representation using the first derivative
We remark that for λ = 0 we obtain the well-known mid-point rule:
with the following representation of the remainder term:
For λ = 1 2 we obtain remainder term of the composite trapezoidal rule at a, a + b 2 , and b, namely
,
Case 4. If µ = 1 2 and λ ∈ 1 3 , 1 , the functional E(f ; λ, µ; x) is defined in (13) and |E(f ; λ, µ;
We have |E(f ; λ, µ; x)| ≤ C · f
∞ , where C =
For λ = 1 4 we have the Newton-Simpson's quadrature rule (Simpson's 3/8 rule):
and |E(f ; λ, µ; x)| ≤ 1 6480 f
∞ . The functional (15) has also the following representations:
Then, we have |E(f ; λ, µ; x)| ≤ C · f
∞ , where
The quadrature formula in (16) is known as Simpson's rule and the functional E has also the following representations:
Estimates for all continuous functions
The error functional E(f ; λ, µ; x) is well-defined for all functions continuous on [a, b] . However, all previous considerations only dealt with differentiable ones. We will now turn the previous inequalities into such for f ∈ C[a, b] in general.
We first describe the K-functional technique in a way suited to our situation and later discuss several special cases which will depend on the maximum degrees of exactness. 
∞ .
This implies
The latter is the K-functional with respect to the spaces ( 
Estimates in terms of the least concave majorant of the first order modulus of continuity
The following description is taken from [9] . If, for a given function f we construct the least concave majorant of the map t → ω(f, t), t ∈ [0, b − a], we obtain the least concave majorant of the first modulus of f , which is denote byω(f, ·).
Then we have As an example we reconsider the midpoint rule in which we had
